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The design of eÆ ient uni ast Internet video playba k appliations requires proper integration of en oding te hniques with transport
me hanisms. Be ause of the mutual dependen y between the en oding
te hnique and the transport me hanism, design of su h appli ations has
proven to be a hallenging problem. This paper presents an ar hite ture whi h allows the joint design of a transport-aware video en oder
with an en oding-aware transport. We argue that layered en oding provides maximum exibility for eÆ ient transport of video streams over
the Internet. We des ribe how o -line layered en oding te hniques an
a hieve robustness against impre ise knowledge about hannel behavior
(i.e., bandwidth and loss rate) while maximizing eÆ ien y for a given
transport me hanism. Then, we present our prototyped lient-server arhite ture, and des ribe key omponents of the transport me hanism and
their design issues. Finally, we des ribe how en oding-spe i information is utilized by transport me hanisms for eÆ ient delivery of stored
layered video despite variations in hannel behavior.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The design of eÆ ient uni ast Internet video playba k appli ations requires
proper integration of en oding te hniques with transport me hanisms. Be ause
of the mutual dependen y between the en oding te hnique and the transport
me hanism, design of su h appli ations has proven to be a hallenging problem.
En oding te hniques typi ally assume spe i
hannel behavior (i.e., loss
rate and bandwidth) and then the en oder is designed to maximize ompression
eÆ ien y for expe ted hannel bandwidth while in luding a suÆ ient amount
of redundan y to ope with the expe ted loss rate. If hannel behavior diverges
from expe ted behavior, quality of delivered stream would be lower than expe ted. The shared nature of Internet resour es implies that behavior of Internet
onne tions ould substantially vary with unpredi table hanges in o-existing
traÆ during the ourse of a session. This requires all Internet transport me hanisms to in orporate some type of ongestion ontrol me hanism (e.g., [1℄, [2℄).
Thus to pipeline a pre-en oded stream through a ongestion ontrolled onne tion, video playba k appli ations should be able to eÆ iently operate over the
expe ted range of onne tion behaviors. This means that video playba k appli ations should be both quality adaptive to ope with long-term variations in
bandwidth and loss resilient to be robust against range of potential loss rates.
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In this paper, we argue that layered en oding is the most promising approa h to Internet video playba k. Layered en oders stru ture video data into
layers based on importan e, su h that lower layers are more important than
higher layers. This stru tured representation allows transport me hanisms to
a ommodate variations in both available bandwidth and anti ipated loss rate,
thus enabling simpler joint designs of en oder and transport me hanisms. First,
transport me hanisms an easily mat h the ompressed rate with the average
available bandwidth by adjusting delivered quality. Se ond, transport me hanisms an repair missing pie es of di erent layers in a prioritized fashion over
di erent time s ales. Over short times ales (e.g., a few round trip times (RTT)),
lost pa kets from one layer an be re overed before any lost pa ket of higher
layers. This allows transport me hanisms to ontrol the observed loss rate for
ea h layer. This is ru ial be ause neither total hannel loss rate nor its distribution a ross layers are known a priori and an be expe ted to hange during
transmission. Over long times ales (e.g., minutes), the server an pat h quality
of the delivered stream by transmitting pie es of a layer that were not delivered during the initial transmission. Over even longer times ales, the server an
send extra layers, to improve quality of a previously-transmitted stream without
being onstrained by the available bandwidth between lient and server. This
allows adjustment of quality for a a hed stream at a proxy[3℄.
We have prototyped a lient-server ar hite ture (Figure 1) for playba k of
layered video over the Internet. The ongestion ontrol (CC) module determines
available bandwidth (BW ) based on the network feedba k (e.g., lient's a knowledgment). The Loss re overy (LR) module utilizes a portion of available
bandwidth (BWlr ) to repair some re ent pa ket losses su h that the observed loss
rate remains below the tolerable rate for the given en oding s heme. The server
only observes the remaining losses that have not been repaired, and uses the
remaining portion of bandwidth (BWqa ) to perform Quality adaptation (QA)[4℄
by adjusting delivered quality (i.e., number of transmitting layers). The QA
and LR me hanisms ea h depend on parameters of the spe i en oding and
are tightly oupled. The olle tive performan e of the QA and LR me hanisms
determine the per eived quality of the video playba k. A key omponent of the
ar hite ture is a Bandwidth Allo ator (BA) that divides total available bandwidth between the QA and LR modules using information that depends on the
spe i en oding and on lient status.
This paper des ribes our ongoing work to integrate transport-aware en oding with en oding-aware transport for Internet video playba k. We onsider a
oupled design, in whi h the en oder and transport are ea h designed given
knowledge of the expe ted behavior of the other. For transport-aware en oding, we present the main design hoi es and trade-o s for layered en oding, and
des ribe how the en oding s hemes an be ustomized based on available knowledge regarding employed transport me hanism and regarding expe ted hannel
rate and loss rate. For the design of en oding-aware transport me hanisms, we
fo us on design strategies for the BA, QA and LR modules that are dire tly
a e ted by details of the deployed layered en oding s heme.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2, we review some of
the related work. Be ause of the natural ordering between en oding and transport, we onsider transport-aware en oding using a layered video en oder in
se tion 3. Then in se tion 4, we address various omponents of an en odingaware transport me hanism and examine their design tradeo . This in ludes
Bandwidth allo ation (se tion 4.1), Loss Re overy (se tion 4.2) and Quality
adaptation (se tion 4.3). Se tion 5 on ludes the paper and addresses some of
our future plans.
2

Related Work

Traditionally, video en oders have been designed for transport over xed-rate
hannels (with xed and known hannel bandwidth) with few if any losses. This
reates a bit stream that will have poor quality if transported over a network with
di erent bandwidth or loss rate. Either a higher loss rate or a lower bandwidth
would produ e potentially signi ant visual artifa ts that propagate with time.
For transport over networks, the en oder design should hange to be ognizant
of the fa t that the bit stream may have to deal with varying hannel bandwidth and non-zero loss rate. Over the years, several lasses of solutions have
been proposed for en oding and transmitting video streams over the network as
follows:
{

One-layer En oding: In one-layer video en odings (e.g., MPEG-1 and MPEG2 Main Pro le), the trade-o between ompression and resilien e to errors
is a hieved by judi iously in luding Intra-blo ks, whi h do not use temporal predi tion. The hoi e of whi h blo ks to ode as I-blo ks for a given
sequen e an be optimized if hannel loss rate is known a priori [5℄.
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{

{

{

Transport me hanisms an not gra efully adjust quality of a one-layer preen oded stream to available hannel bandwidth. A ommon solution is to
deploy an En oding-spe i pa ket dropping algorithm [6℄. In these algorithms, the server dis ards pa kets that ontain lower-priority information
(e.g., drops B frames of MPEG streams) to mat h transmission rate with
hannel bandwidth. The range of hannel rates over whi h these algorithms
are useful is usually limited, and the delivered quality may be noti eably
degraded. Both these e e ts are ontent- and en oding spe i .
Multiple des ription oders: Another approa h is to use a multiple des ription
(MD) video en oder [7℄. MD oders are typi ally more robust to un ertainties
in the hannel loss rate at the time of en oding. However, they still require
similar network support to adapt to varying hannel bandwidth.
Multiple En odings: One alternative to ope with variations in hannel behavior is to maintain a few versions of ea h stream, ea h en oded for di erent
network onditions. Then the server an swit h between di erent en odings
in response to hanges in network onditions. Limitations of this approa h
are the inability to improve quality of an already-transmitted portion of
the stream, and the inability of su h a system to qui kly respond to sharp
de reases in available bandwidth.
Layered En odings: Hierar hi al en oding organizes ompressed media in a
layered fashion based on its importan e i.e., layer i is more important than
all higher layers and less important than all lower layers. If the lower more
important layers are re eived, a base quality video an be displayed, and if
the higher less important layers are also re eived, better quality video an
be displayed. The layered stru ture of en oded stream allows the server to
e e tively ope with un ertain hannel behavior.

In summary, layered en oding has three advantages: First, layered video allows easy and e e tive rate-mat hing. The server an mat h the bandwidth of
delivered stream with the available network bandwidth by hanging the number
of layers that are transmitted. This relaxes the need for knowing exa t hannel bandwidth at the time of en oding, thus it helps to de ouple transport and
en oding design.
Se ond, layered video allows unequal error prote tion to be applied during
transport, with stronger error orre tion applied to the more important layers.
This an be used e e tively even if the expe ted loss rate is not known at the time
of ompression. Thus, even though one-layer video and the most important layer
of layered video are equally sus eptible to losses, dis repan ies between the a tual
loss rate and the one assumed at the time of en oding an be a ommodated by
the transport me hanism.
Third, layered en oding allows the server to improve quality of an alreadytransmitted portion of the stream. We all this quality pat hing. In essen e,
layered stru ture allows the server to deliver di erent portions of various layers
in any arbitrary order, i.e., reshape the stream for delivery through un ertain
hannel. Thus quality of the delivered stream an be smoothed out over various
times ales. Figure 2 illustrates exibilities of layered en oding to reshape the
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stream for transmission through the network. The server adjusts the number
of layers when there are long-term hanges in available bandwidth. Total loss
rate is randomly distributed a ross the a tive layers. However, the server an
prioritize loss re overy by retransmitting losses of layer i before layer j for any
i < j . When extra bandwidth be omes available at time t3 , the server an either
add the fourth layer or alternatively transmit ve missing segments of the layer
2 (between t1 and t2 ). This shows how a layered en oded stream an be reshaped
a stream for delivery through the network.
Available Bandwidth
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Transport-Aware Layered En oding

In this se tion, we onsider how best to reate a video bit stream to be stored
at the media server in Figure 1. We argued earlier that a layered (or in this
paper, equivalently a s alable) en oder will produ e a better bit stream than
a one-layer en oder if the values of hannel bandwidth and loss rate are not
known at the time of en oding. Despite these advantages inherent in layered
video, good system performan e requires areful design. We begin with some
ba kground on layered video en oders, and then show how in orporating at the
time of en oding as mu h information as possible about the hannel bandwidth
and loss rate an generate the best bit stream for storage. We also dis uss the
information that needs to be shared between en oder and transport to improve
quality of delivered video.
3.1

Layered Coding Ba kground

There are two basi methods to reate a layered video bit stream: 3-dimensional
wavelets [8, 9℄ and adding layering to a traditional DCT-based video oder with
inter-frame temporal predi tion [10, 11℄. The former has drawba ks of quite poor
ompression performan e in sequen es with omplex motions, and poor video
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quality when temporal sub-bands are lost due to motion blurring. For these
reasons, we fo us on the family of layered DCT-based temporally-predi tive
video oders in this paper.
Among this family of oders, there has been mu h resear h and several standardized oders. In these oders, P-frames are predi ted from previous frames
and the DCT oeÆ ients are oded in a layered fashion. Several important aspe ts of these oders are the followings:
{

{

{
{
{

how the DCT oeÆ ients are partitioned between ea h of the layers (i.e., is
partitioning done in the frequen y domain, the spatial domain, or the quality
or SNR domain),
whether enhan ement-layer information uses temporal predi tion at all, and
if so whether lower-layer base information is used to predi t the higher-layer
enhan ement information,
how mu h bandwidth is allo ated for ea h layer,
how mu h of that bandwidth is redundan y in ea h layer,
and how many layers are reated.

These de isions all a e t the ompression eÆ ien y of the layered oder, and
also a e t the robustness against pa ket loss. Thus, knowledge of the expe ted
bandwidth and loss rates at the time of transport an have a large impa t on
the best hoi e of ode design.
While most standardized layered en oders produ e two or at most a few layers
[11, 10℄, re ent interest in having many layers has lead to a standard for MPEG4 Finely Granular S alability (FGS) [12℄. The bit stream stru ture of MPEG-4
FGS makes it highly robust and exible to hanges in available bandwidth.
However, su h robustness omes with a signi ant penalty to the eÆ ien y of
the ompression and hen e to the video quality as the rate in reases. More
re ent, not yet standardized approa hes to layered en oding markedly improve
the ompression eÆ ien y without too mu h sa ri e to the robustness [13℄.
The design of a layered en oder is based on underlying assumptions regarding
the nature of the transport and hannel. Spe i ally, a layered oder assumes
that the transport me hanism will initially attempt to send the more important
information in the available bandwidth, and that the loss re overy will be applied to the more important parts before the less important parts. This impli itly
requires bu ering at the lient and in the transport. However, the exa t bandwidth and loss rate experien ed at the time of transport is typi ally not known
at the time of en oding, and further assumptions must be made. In general,
these assumptions have been impli it in the design of the layered video en oder.
Here we make them expli it. We onsider rst the bandwidth, then onsider the
loss rate.
3.2

In orporating Bandwidth Knowledge

The more knowledge available at the time of en oding regarding the expe ted
range of operating bandwidths, the better. We fo us on how knowledge of the
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available bandwidth impa ts the predi tion strategy of the en oder. If the available bandwidth is known to range between Rmin and Rmax , three di erent predi tion strategies are useful depending on the expe ted behavior of the bandwidth within this range.
First, onsider the ase where the bandwidth is nearly always lose to Rmax .
Then the best design would be to rely heavily on predi tion for the enhan ement
layers so as to improve ompression eÆ ien y. (This is essentially the strategy of
a one-layer en oder.) Su h a design will su er small degradation when bandwidth
dips slightly below Rmax , but in su h an environment the probability of larger
degradations is small.
Se ond, onsider the ase where the bandwidth is usually near Rmin although
we'd like better quality when the rate is higher. Then the best design would be
to use temporal predi tion only for the base layer with rate Rmin , and to use no
temporal predi tion for the higher layers. (This is the strategy used by MPEG-4
FGS.) Su h a design is very robust to variations in bandwidth in [Rmin ; Rmax ℄,
but is also not very eÆ ient at rates near Rmax .
Third, suppose we have little knowledge of the bandwidth other than it lies
in the range [Rmin ; Rmax ℄. In this ase, the best algorithm is to judi iously
hoose the predi tion strategy for ea h ma ro blo k in the video, so as to balan e
both ompression eÆ ien y (at rates near Rmax ) and robustness (at rates near
Rmin ). Figure 3 illustrates these on epts for the sequen e Hall monitor using the
s alable video oder in [13℄. This oder has the exibility of using three di erent
methods of predi tion for the di erent layers, whi h allows it to mimi both a
one-layer video oder and the MPEG-4 FGS video oder through an appropriate
restri tion of the predi tion methods. The results in Figure 3 are obtained by
reating a single bit stream for ea h illustrated urve, and su essively dis arding
enhan ement-layer bit-planes and de oding the remainder. The x-axis shows
the de oded bit-rate, and the y-axis shows the PSNR of the resulting de oder
re onstru tion as bit-planes are dis arded. Also shown is the performan e of the
one-loop en oder with no loss (top dotted line). This provides an upper bound
on the performan e of the s alable oders.
In this gure, the urve labeled "FGS" uses the predi tion strategy of the
MPEG-4 FGS oder whi h is optimal if the available bandwidth is usually near
Rmin . The urve labeled "one-layer with loss" uses a one-layer predi tion strategy, whi h is optimal if the available bandwidth is usually near Rmax . The urve
labeled "drift- ontrolled" is our oder [13℄ optimized to provide good performan e a ross the range of rates.
The FGS oder performs poorly at the higher rates. The one-layer de oder
with drift su ers a 2.6-4.3 dB degradation at the lowest bit-rate, ompared to the
drift-free FGS de oder. Relative to the FGS oder, our proposed oder su ers
about 1.3-1.4 dB performan e degradation at the lowest bit-rate, but signi antly
outperforms it elsewhere. Our oder loses some eÆ ien y at the highest rates
ompared to the one-layer oder, but has noti eably less drift as bit-planes are
dis arded.
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Table 1 shows the PSNR averaged a ross di erent hannel rates, assuming a
uniform distribution of rates between the smallest and the largest rate of the oneloop en oder. The oder optimized for the range of hannel rates outperforms
the other oders by 0.8-2.1 dB when there is only one I-frame.
seq. One-loop Proposed FGS upper
Hall
33.14
35.25 33.11 36.77
Fore
33.33
34.13 33.09 35.03
Table 1.

3.3

PSNR assuming uniform distribution.

In orporating Loss Rate Knowledge

Next, we onsider the e e t of in orporating knowledge of the expe ted loss rate
into the video en oder design. We distinguish loss rate from lowered bandwidth
be ause losses will randomly a e t the entire frame for a given layer, while
lowered bandwidth an be targeted spe i ally toward less important parts of
the bit stream within a frame for a given layer.
In the Figure 3, we showed how the hoi e of predi tion stru ture used by the
layered en oder is in uen ed by the expe ted bandwidth. Similarly, the expe ted
loss rate a e ts the best predi tion stru ture. Figure 4 shows the performan e
of a two-layer H.263 en oder under random losses in ea h layer. Two di erent
predi tion strategies are used for the enhan ement layer. The base layer is ompressed with 64 Kbps, and ea h enhan ement layer is ompressed with 128 Kbps.
The urve labeled "Enh 128" orresponds to an enhan ement layer whi h is predi ted only from the base layer, while the urve labeled "Enh 128p" orresponds
to an enhan ement layer that also uses predi tion from previous enhan ement-
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layer pi tures. Performan e for "Enh 128" and "Enh 128p" assume the base layer
is ompletely re eived.
For the base layer, performan e degrades gradually as the loss rate in reases
from 0.1% to 1%, but as the loss rate ontinues to in rease, the performan e
degrades signi antly. Thus it will be important for the transport me hanism to
keep the residual losses (after loss re overy) below 1% for the base layer.
The more aggressive predi tion strategy of "Enh 128p" has visually better
performan e for low loss rates, but for loss rates greater than about 5%, performs
signi antly worse than the less eÆ ient predi tion strategy of "Enh 128". (Note
that the oder in [13℄ should not have su h signi ant degradations. This oder
will be used in the nal paper to illustrate this gure.) In both ases, performan e
with 100% loss of enhan ement layer is identi al to the base-only performan e.
If the more aggressive predi tion strategy is used, then it will be important for
the transport to keep the loss rate for the enhan ement layer below 10%, while
if the less eÆ ient predi tion strategy is used, the loss rate for the enhan ement
layer is less riti al. However, performan e will be signi antly degraded in the
ase of few losses, or if additional layers are added beyond this rst enhan ement
layer.
33
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3.4

E e t of Loss on PSNR

Information Provided to Transport

To enable the best design of an en oding-aware transport, the en oder should
provide some meta-information to the transport me hanism. This meta-information
in ludes two pie es of information:
1. The bandwidth-quality trade-o (e.g., Figure 3). More spe i ally, the enoder onveys the bandwidth (or onsumption rate) of ea h layer (i.e., C0 ,
C1 , ..., CN ), and the improvement in quality aused by ea h layer (i.e., Q1 ,
Q2 , ..., QN ).
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2. The loss rate and quality trade-o (e.g., Figure 4). In some situation (su h
as for the base-layer or the more aggressive enhan ement-layer predi tion
strategy in Figure 4) the loss rate vs. quality meta-information an be redu ed to simple thresholds regarding the maximum tolerable loss rate for
ea h layer (i.e., Lmax0 , Lmax1 , ..., LmaxN ).
In general, this meta-information will be en oding and even ontent spe i .
Ideally, it should also in lude temporal variations, indi ating the trade-o s for
di erent s enes within a sequen e, or for ea h frame in a sequen e. However, in
pra ti e, it might be ne essary to use stati information (for the entire sequen e)
or generi information (for a lass of sequen es, like "head-and-shoulders").
The interfa e between the transport and the en oder is ompletely hara terized by the loss rate and the bandwidth dedi ated to video information. Therefore, the above information will be suÆ ient to design e e tive en oding-aware
transport me hanisms.
4

En oding-Aware Transport

In this se tion, we illustrate how a transport me hanism for layered en oded
streams an leverage en oding-spe i information to improve quality of delivered stream. First, we present our lient-server ar hite ture to identify main omponents of the ar hite ture and their asso iated design issues. Then, we explore
design spa e of the main omponents to show how en oding-spe i information
an be used to ustomized the design. Our goal is to larify key tradeo s in the
design of a transport me hanism for layered video and demonstrate how they
an use information about en oded streams to improve delivered quality over
the best-e ort Internet.
Figure 5 depi ts our lient-server ar hite ture for delivery of Internet video
playba k (Figure 1) with more details. As we mentioned earlier, the ar hite ture
has four key omponents: 1) Congestion Control (CC) is a network-spe i me hanism that determines available bandwidth (BW ) and loss rate (L) of the network onne tion. Available bandwidth and loss rate are periodi ally reported to
the Bandwidth Allo ation (BA) module. The BA module uses en oding-spe i
information to properly allo ate the available bandwidth between the Loss Reovery (LR) and the Quality Adaptation (QA) modules. The LR module utilizes
allo ated portion of available bandwidth (BWlr ) to retransmit required ratio of
re ent losses. The remaining portion of available bandwidth (BWqa ) is used by
the QA module to properly determine quality of delivered stream (i.e., number
of transmitting layers).
All the streams are layered en oded and stored. Thus, di erent layers an
be sent with di erent rate (bw0 , bw1 , ..., bwn ). The server multiplexes all a tive
layers along with retransmitted pa kets into a single ongestion ontrolled ow.
The lient demultiplexes di erent layers and rebuilds individual layers in virtually separate bu ers. Ea h layer's bu er is drained by the de oder with a rate
equal to its onsumption rate (i.e., C0 , C1 , ..., Cn ). The lient reports its playout
time in ea h ACK pa ket. This allows the server to estimate the lient's bu er
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state, i.e., the amount of bu ered data for ea h layer. Client bu ering is used
to absorb short-term variations in bandwidth without hanging the delivered
quality.
The main goal of the transport me hanism is to map the a tual onne tion
bandwidth and loss rate into the range of a eptable hannel behavior expe ted
by the en oding me hanism. Layered en oding provides two levels of freedom for
the transport me hanism to a hieve this goal: 1) by hanging number of layers,
the transport me hanism an adjust the required hannel bandwidth for delivery
of the stream, and 2) by allo ating a portion of available hannel bandwidth to
loss repair, the transport me hanism an redu e the observed loss rate. Therefore,
there are three key issues in design of a transport me hanism for layered en oded
streams that an be tailored for a given en oded stream to improve delivered
quality:
{
{
{

Bandwidth Allo ation strategy: How should the transport me hanism allo ate
total onne tion bandwidth between LR and QA modules?
Loss Repair strategy: How should the loss repair bandwidth (BWlr ) be shared
among transmitting layers?
Quality Adaptation strategy: How should the server adjust the quality of
delivered stream (i.e., the number of layers) as available hannel bandwidth
(BWqa ) hanges?
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Sin e ongestion ontrol is a network-spe i me hanism, its design should not be
substantially a e ted by appli ation requirements. Therefore, we do not dis uss
design issues of the CC me hanism. The main hallenge is that the behavior of a
network onne tion (BW and L) is not known a priori, and even worse it ould
substantially hange during the ourse of a onne tion. Thus, the server should
adaptively hange its behavior as the onne tion behavior varies.
For the rest of this se tion, we provide insight in ea h one of the above three
strategies in design of transport me hanism for layered en oded stream and
demonstrate how the transport me hanism an bene t from en oding-spe i
information. We assume that the en oding-spe i meta-data (des ribed in se tion 3.4) are available for ea h layered en oded stream.
4.1

Bandwidth Allo ation

BA module shifts the onne tion loss rate (L) into the range of a eptable loss
rate by allo ating the required amount of onne tion bandwidth for loss repair.
Therefore, the appli ation will observe a hannel with a lower loss rate (Lqa ) at
the ost of lower hannel bandwidth. We need to drive a fun tion that presents
the tradeo between the hannel bandwidth (BWqa ) and the hannel loss rate
(Lqa ). Given the onne tion bandwidth (BW ) and the onne tion loss rate (L),
the total rate of delivered bits is equal to BW (1 L). Therefore, the ratio of
(1 L)
delivered bits for the hannel is BW
BWqa . Thus, we an al ulate the hannel
loss rate as follows:
L

BW (1 L)
qa = 1 - BWqa

(1),

where BWqa  BW and BWqa



BW

(1

)

L

Equation (1) presents Lqa as a fun tion of BWqa for a given onne tion (i.e.,
, L). Figure 6 depi ts this fun tion for di erent set of BW and L values.
Ea h line in Figure 6 represents possible hannel behaviors for a given network
onne tion as the BA module trades BWqa with Lqa . For example, point A
represents a onne tion with 1000 Kbps bandwidth and 40% loss rate. To redu e the hannel loss rate down to 33% (i.e., shifting point A to point B ), the
BA module should allo ate 100 Kbps of onne tion bandwidth for loss repair,
whereas redu ing the loss rate down to 14% (i.e., shifting point A to point C )
requires the BA module to allo ate 300 Kbps of the onne tion bandwidth for
loss repair.
Figure 6 learly demonstrates how the BA strategy an be ustomized for
a given en oded streams using the information provided by the en oder. Given
the bandwidth of various layers (i.e., C0 , C1 , ...) and the per-layer maximum
tolerable loss rates (i.e., Lmax0 , Lmax1 , ...), to nd the maximum number of
layers (n) that an be delivered through a network onne tion (BW , L), the
following two onditions should be satis ed:

BW

P

n
i=0 Lmaxi

n



qa

L

(2),

Pn

i=0 Ci  BWqa

(3)
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The rst ondition examines that the average loss rate for n a tive layers is
less than the hannel loss rate, whereas the se ond ondition ensures that hannel bandwidth is suÆ ient for delivery of n layers. Given the values of BW , L
and n = N (where N is maximum number of layers), the BA module should use
equation (1) to sear h for a hannel loss rate that satis es equation (2). If su h a
hannel loss rate an be a ommodated while the orresponding hannel bandwidth satis es equation (3), then n layers an be delivered and total required
bandwidth for loss repair is (BWlr = BW - BWqa ). Otherwise, the BA module
de reases n by one and repeats this pro ess.
The BA module ontinuously monitors the onne tion behavior to determine
the required bandwidth for loss repair su h that the hannel behavior always
satis es the onditions (equation 2 and 3) for the number of a tive layers. If
the onne tion loss rate in reases or the onne tion bandwidth de reases su h
that these onditions an no longer be satis ed, the BA module signals the QA
module to drop the top layer. This de rease n whi h in turn presents a new set
of onditions to the transport me hanism.
Trading Channel Bandwidth with Channel Loss Rate
1000
A
B

L= 10%, BW=1000bps
L= 20%, BW=1000bps
L= 40%, BW=1000bps
L= 60%, BW=1000bps
L= 80%, BW=1000bps

Channel Bandwidth (Kbps)

800

C
600

400

200

0
0

Fig. 6.

20

40
60
Channel Loss Rate

80

100

Trading the hannel bandwidth with the hannel loss rate

In summary, the BA module determines the bandwidth share for the QA
and LR modules. This allows us to separate the design of the Loss re overy
me hanism from the Quality adaptation me hanism in spite the fa t that their
olle tive performan e determines delivered quality.
4.2

Loss Re overy

The loss repair module should mi ro-manage the total allo ated bandwidth for
loss repair (BWlr ) among the a tive layers su h that the loss rate observed by
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Fig. 7.

Sliding Window approa h to prioritized Retransmission

ea h layer remains below its maximum tolerable threshold (i.e., Lmax0 , Lmax1 ,
..., LmaxN ). Sin e all layers are multiplexed into a single uni ast session at the
server, the distribution of total loss rate a ross a tive layers is seemingly random
and ould hange in time. Thus, the bandwidth requirement for loss re overy of
various layers an randomly hange in time even if total loss rate remains onstant. We assume a retransmission-based loss re overy sin e 1) retransmission is
feasible for playba k appli ations with suÆ ient lient bu ering, 2) retransmission is more eÆ ient (i.e., requires less bandwidth) than other repair s hemes
su h as FEC, and 3) retransmission allows ne-grained bandwidth allo ation
among a tive layers 1 .
Sin e the importan e of a layer monotoni ally de reases with its layer number, loss repair should be performed in a prioritized fashion, i.e., losses of layer j
should be repaired before losses of higher layers and after losses of lower layers.
However, a prioritized approa h to loss repair should ensure that the total repair
bandwidth is properly shared among a tive layers and that ea h retransmitted
pa ket is delivered before its playout time. To a hieve this, we deploy a slidingwindow approa h to loss repair as shown in Figure 7. At any point of time, the
server examines a re ent window of transmitted pa kets a ross all layers. Losses
of a tive layers are retransmitted in the order of their importan e su h that the
loss rate observed by ea h layer remains below its maximum tolerable loss rate
(i.e., Lmaxi ). Figure 7 shows order of retransmission within a window for ea h
layer and a ross all layers.
The repair window should always be a few round-trip-times (RTT) ahead
of the playout time to provide suÆ ient time for retransmission. Therefore, the
repair window slides with playout time. If the BA module properly estimates
the required bandwidth for loss repair, all losses an be repaired. However, if the
allo ated bandwidth for loss repair is not suÆ ient to re over all the losses within
a window, this approa h repairs the maximum number of more important losses.
The length of the repair window should be hosen properly. A short window
1

Although we only dis uss retransmission-based loss repair, the basi idea an be
applied to other post-en oding loss repair me hanisms su h as unequal FEC.
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annot ope with a sudden de rease in bandwidth, whereas a long window ould
result in the late arrival of retransmitted pa kets for higher layers. In summary,
the sliding window approa h to prioritized loss repair, 1) uses maximum perlayer tolerable loss rates for an en oded stream to improve its performan e, and
2) adaptively hanges distribution of total repair bandwidth among a tive layers.
4.3

Quality Adaptation

Bandwidth

The QA me hanism is a strategy that adds and drops layers to mat h the quality of the delivered stream (i.e., number of transmitting layers) to the hannel
bandwidth (BWqa ). When the hannel bandwidth is higher than the onsumption rate for a tive layers, the server an use the extra bandwidth and send
a tive layers with a higher rate (i.e., bwi > Ci ) to ll up the lient bu er. The
bu ered data at the lient an be used to absorb a short-term de rease in bandwidth without dropping any layers. Figure 8 illustrates the lling and draining
phases of the lient bu ers where three layers are delivered. If the total amount
of bu ered data during a draining phase is not suÆ ient to absorb the de rease
in bandwidth, the QA module is for ed to drop a layer. Consequently, the more
data that is bu ered at the lient during a lling phase, the bigger the redu tions that an be absorbed. The amount of bu ered data at the lient side is
determined by the strategy of adding layers.
Figure 9 ompares two adding strategies. During a lling phase, the QA
strategy adds a new layer after a spe i amount of data is bu ered. If the
required amount of bu ered data is small, the QA me hanism aggressively adds
a new layer whenever the hannel bandwidth slightly in reases. In this ase, any
small de rease in bandwidth ould result in dropping the top layer be ause of
small amount of bu ering. Alternatively, the QA me hanism an onservatively
add a new layer only after a large amount of data is bu ered.

Filling Phase

Draining Phase

C2

C1
C0
Time
Fig. 8.

Filling and Draining phases for Quality adaptation
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Fig. 9.

E e t of adding strategy on quality hanges

More bu ered data allows the server to maintain the newly added layer for
a longer period of time despite major drops in bandwidth. Figure 10 shows
an aggressive and a onservative adding strategies in a tion[4℄. The ongestionontrolled bandwidth is shown with a saw tooth line in both graphs. This experiment learly illustrates the oupling between the adding and dropping strategies.

BW

The more onservative the adding strategy, the longer a new layer an be kept,
resulting in fewer quality hanges, and vi e versa.

40
30
20
C=10
0
Time

BW

Aggressive QA Strategy

40
30
20
C=10
0
Conservative QA Strategy

Fig. 10.

Time

Aggressive vs Conservative QA Strategies

The QA me hanism should be ustomized for the parti ular layered stream
being transmitted. To explain this, we need to examine two basi tradeo s in
the design of an add and drop strategy.
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How mu h data should be bu ered before adding a new layer?

This should be hosen su h that normal os illation in hannel bandwidth in
the steady state does not trigger either adding or dropping a layer. Figure 8
learly shows that the required amount of bu ered data to survive a drop in
bandwidth dire tly depends on the total onsumption rate of a tive n layers
(i.e., ni=0 Ci ).

P

{

How should the bu ered data be distributed among a tive layers?

Sin e the streams are layered en oded, bu ered data should be properly
distributed a ross all a tive layers in order to e e tively absorb variations
in bandwidth. During a draining phase, bu ered data for layer i annot
be drained faster than its onsumption rate (Ci ). Therefore, bu ered data
for layer i an not ompensate more than Ci bps. Figure 11 illustrates this
restri tion. To avoid dropping a layer, the total draining rate of bu ering
layers (e.g., C2 + C1 ) should always be higher than the de it in hannel
bandwidth (BWdef ). More spe i ally, during a draining phase the following
onditions must be satis ed:
BW

def =

Pni

=0 C

i - BWqa ,

def

BW

 Pi2BufLayers

C

i

Amount of Drained Data from Layer i
Amount of Drained Data from Layer j

BWdef

Cj
Ck

Total Consumption Rate

Ci

Max BW Deficit

Draining Phase

Channel BW

Bandwidth

Amount of Drained Data from Layer k

Time
Fig. 11.

5

Sample distribution of bu ered data among bu ering layers

Con lusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a joint design of en oder and transport me hanisms for playba k of layered quality-adaptive video over the Internet. The main
hallenge is that the Internet does not support QoS. At the time of en oding,
the hannel bandwidth and loss rate are not known and they ould signi antly
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hange during the ourse of a session. Therefore, traditional en oding approa hes
that assume stati hannel behavior will result in poor quality.
We argued that layered video is the most exible solution be ause 1) it an
be eÆ iently delivered over a range of hannel behavior, and 2) it provides sufient exibility for the transport me hanism to e e tively reshape the stream
for delivery through the variable hannel. However, to maximize quality of delivered video, the en oding should be ome transport-aware and the transport
me hanism should be ome en oding-aware. Toward this end, we des ribed several issues in the design of layered en oding me hanisms and explained how
the expe ted range of hannel bandwidth and loss rate information an be inorporated into the en oding me hanism. Furthermore, the en oding me hanism
provides en oding-spe i meta-information. The transport me hanism uses this
information to bridge the gap between the expe ted range of hannel behavior
by the en oder and the a tual onne tion behavior. More spe i ally, we provided insight on how the main omponents of the transport me hanism, parti ularly Bandwidth Allo ation, Loss Repair and Quality Adaptation, an leverage
en oding-spe i meta-information to improve the delivered quality of layered
video despite unpredi table hanges in hannel behavior.
Finally, we plan to ondu t extensive experiments over the Internet to evaluate the overall performan e of our lient-server ar hite ture. This will allow us
to identify those s enarios in whi h our ar hite ture an not properly ope with
hanges in onne tion behavior. Some of these problems an be addressed by the
en oding me hanism through appropriate provisioning, whereas others require
further tuning or modi ation of the transport me hanism. Our experiments
should provide deeper insight about hannel behavior that may suggest re nement of the layered en oding me hanism. We also plan to examine intera tions
among three key omponents of the transport me hanism, as well as impli ations
of ongestion ontrol algorithm on other omponents of transport me hanism.
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